LIVE OUR VALUES

USE AS ONE CEMEX

Ensure nothing comes before the health & safety of our people, contractors and the community
Make safety a personal responsibility; look after yourself and each other
We believe zero injuries and zero fatalities is more than a goal, it is a necessity
Hold each other accountable for safe acts and behaviors

Pursue Excellence

Strive for the highest standards to be the best in our industry
Challenge ourselves to constantly improve and never settle for “good enough”
Our passion for the work we do drives us to exceed expectations
Develop leaders that inspire, promote excellence, and achieve results

Focus on Customers

Listen to our customers, understand their challenges, and provide valuable solutions
Build close customer relationships that set us apart from our competitors
Ensure doing business with us is easy and a delight for the customer
Fulfill our commitments and solve any problem fast

Act with Integrity

Live up to our commitments and do what we say we’ll do
Act with honesty and transparency in all our interactions
Do the right thing in compliance with our Code of Ethics
Care for our people, our communities, and our natural resources
LIVE OUR VALUES

- Ensure Safety
- Focus on Customers
- Pursue Excellence
- Work as One CEMEX
- Act with Integrity